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The maximum transient voltage can thus be calculated from
the maximum transient current:
« itfo,	(10)
and inversely,
fo « 6oy r *° ^ol/o*	(11)
This relation is very important, as frequently in double-energy
transients one of the quantities e® or i0 is given, and it is impor-
tant to determine the other.
For instance, if a line is short-circuited, and the short-circuit
current i0 suddenly broken, the maximum voltage which can be
induced by the dissipation of the stored magnetic energy of the
short-circuit current is e® » i^o.
If one conductor of an ungrounded cable system is grounded,
the maximum momentary current which may flow to ground is
io = eoj/o, where eo = voltage between cable conductor and ground,
If lightning strikes a line, and the maximum voltage which it
may produce on the line, as limited by the disruptive strength of
the line insulation against momentary voltages, is e^ the maximum
discharge current in the line is limited to /o "* flol/o*
If L is high but C low, as in the high-potential winding of a
high-voltage transformer (which winding can be considered as a
circuit of distributed capacity, inductance, and resistance) > #o in
high and t/o low* That is, a high transient voltage can produce
only moderate transient currents, but even a small transient cur-
rent produces high voltages. Thus reactances, and other reactive
apparatus, as transformers, stop the passage of large oscillating
currents, but do so by the production of high oscillating voltages.
Inversely, if L is low and (7 high, as in an underground cable,
zq is low but yo high, and even moderate oscillating voltages pro-
duce large oscillating currents, but even largo oscillating currents
produce only moderate voltages. Thus underground cables are
little liable to the production of high oscillating voltages. This
is fortunate, as the dielectric strength of a cable is necessarily
relatively much lower than that of a transmission lino, clue to
the close proximity of the conductors in the former. A cable,
therefore, when receiving the moderate or small oscillating cur-
rents which may originate in a transformer, gives only very low

